
   

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

‘Head’lines (Miss Lisa Roberts, Headteacher) 
 

Following our first Governing Body meeting of the year, this week, I am pleased to announce that we 
have two new Co-Chairs of Governors – Michelle Poole and Andy Hunt.  

Michelle and Andy will work together to carry out the important role of ‘Chair’ and will be well-supported 
by the rest of the Governing Body. 

Today was the closing date for the parent governor vacancy I notified you of several weeks ago. 
Unfortunately, as yet, we have had no interest. Please note, we now have two parent governor 

vacancies and would really like these filled so we have a full Governing Body who can work together to 
ensure strategic direction, accountability and oversee financial performance. It really is an interesting 

and valuable role. Please come and speak to me if you are interested or have any questions about the 
role. I’d be only too happy to meet with you and provide further information.  

 

Governors approved this year’s school development priorities. We have kept them relatively similar to 
last year’s as we want to continue to work on key areas with a particular focus on identified groups of 

pupils across the school: 
 

(1) To continue to maintain a broad and ambitious curriculum whilst addressing coverage and pupils’ 
gaps in knowledge and skills. 

(2) To raise attainment in Writing especially by the end of KS1 and KS2. 
(3) To maximise the impact of all intervention and support programmes on pupil progress.  
(4) To continue to increase the precision and rigour of subject leadership across non-core subjects.  

 

We know these are the appropriate priorities for our children since we had a fantastic set of KS2 SATs 
results this summer. A real achievement post-pandemic, I’m sure you’ll agree! 

 

We would also like to get the Parent Forum going again this academic year.  
 

Each class will have two, named parent reps, to whom any fellow parent may bring suggestions for 
topics that they would like to be raised for discussion at the termly forum meeting.  The Class Reps will 
then assist in putting together an agenda and subsequently represent parents’ views and ideas on the 

Forum Panel. 
 

The Forum Panel will be led by myself and/or a member of the Senior Leadership Team, and will include 
the Parent Representatives, the Co-Chairs of Governors and up to two additional governors.  Discussion 

will focus on general issues likely to be of interest to a wide range of parents, particularly where this is 
likely to assist in the school’s ongoing development.   

 

Please note that Forum meetings will not include for discussion any matters relating to a particular child 
or incident. If you have a specific concern about your child, your first point of contact should always be 

his/her class teacher. 
 

If you are interested in being a parent rep, please email the office and put your name forward by Friday 
7th October.  

 

Have a great weekend   
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 Number of lates in each class this week: 
 

2 lates Year 4 5 lates    Year 2 
3 lates Reception 7 lates   Year 1, Year 3 

4 lates Year 6 8 lates   Year 5 

The attendance winners 
for this week are 
 Year 2 with 100% 

The attendance champions for this month are Year 2 with 98.5% 
 

Year 2’s reward is a non-school uniform day on Friday 7th October! 
 



 

Cross Country  
 

Written by Noah PK (35th place) and Adam A (14th place)  
 

 Last Thursday, at Colney Heath School, we ran three laps around a big field, roughly about 
1.2km.  We had lots of fun because it has been a long time since we’ve done cross country.  It 
was a great experience since there were 80 children taking part!  Despite doing it before it felt 
just like the first time as having that experience was amazing.  Running can be tough but as 

long as you persevere anything is possible. 
 

Aaron said, “It was an amazing experience with all the children.” 
 

Albert said “… the runners were so fast!” 
 

Lacey said, “I did well but a lot of the others were so fast, but I still came in a pretty good 
place.” 

 
Alyssa said, “It was fun and everyone supported me!” 

 
Dave, who was a spectator, said, “The runners were really fast and ours persevered a lot.  

They should have a REPS certificate!” 
 
 

Well done to everyone who took part, and everyone who supported our team! 



Year 5 
 

In our Science lesson this week, we investigated the useful and unhelpful effects of air 
resistance.  

We learned about an investigation by Galileo that proved that all objects fall at the same rate, 
no matter what their mass is – although, this can seem hard to believe! When the Apollo 

astronauts dropped a feather and a hammer on the moon, both objects hit the ground at the 
same time. Since there is no air on the Moon, there is no air resistance to push against the 

feather, so the two objects fell at the same speed. This proved Galileo right! 
We planned an investigation that involved the use of parachutes. We chose a variable (such 
as size of the parachute) and tested them to see which one was the slowest to hit the ground 

when dropped. 
 

Year 6 
 

Linked to the Harvest Festival this year, we have had to produce artwork linked to 'Harvest of 
the Orchard'. Mrs Kennedy brought in some apples and pears which we then had to use our 

sketching skills to create the basic outline of the piece of fruit we had. We noted that, even with 
the same piece of fruit, no picture would look the same as the shapes and colours changed 

from different angles. 
We then spent some time colour mixing, with watercolour paints, to try to match the colours on 
the piece of fruit as closely as we could. After that, we learnt how to paint block colours, blend 

and dot which helped us to create our final pictures. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Year 4 
 

Year 4 have had great fun learning how to play tag rugby this half term. In our PE lessons, we 
have learnt how to throw and pass the ball in rugby as well as the rules of taking our 

opponent’s tag.  
 

This week we began our lesson with Year 4's favourite warm up game 'Hero, chicken or twin' 
which involves getting across the field without having your tag taken. After this, we practised 
our throwing and were reminded that our team must remain behind the ball and the ball must 
be thrown backwards. Finally, we were able to play some games of tag rugby in our teams, it 

was hard to keep up with some of the quick legs in Year 4! 

Year 3 
 

This week in Science we started looking at nutrition labels that are attached to packaging. We 
brought in a selection of items from home so that we would have a range of products to 

compare. Some of us were amazed by the amount of sugar in some things and that one item 
was all sugar with nothing else! (No, it was not a bag of sugar but popping candy!) 

 
After looking at the products, we chose three to record the values for into our table. We will be 

using this table to be able to sort the foods next week. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 1 
 

This week Year 1 completed their harvest artwork looking at Harvest of the Sea. 
We were given a plain white fish with lots of different coloured circles. We had to stick the 
circles onto the fish making sure the circles overlapped leaving no white left on the fish. 

Year 2 
 

We couldn’t believe our eyes when we came into the hall and there had been a maths 
explosion! We were given the task of reuniting the numbers with all of their different 

representations using unifix, dienes, numicon, bead strings and pictorial representations of 
dienes and part whole models. We worked in teams to bring the numbers back together. 

 



Early Years 
 

The children in Early Years have been looking at Autumn and beginning to think about Harvest 
time too. We looked closely at vegetables and represented them on paper using a variety of 

materials.  Fareedah said the radish was the “same colour as a strawberry” and Rocco thought 
the beetroot “looks like a jelly fish!” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some of us knew so much about Autumn and Harvest on a farm already: 
 

“When Autumn comes leaves fall off the trees and acorns.” Ellie 
“Conkers fell off the tree and we cracked them open.”  Minnie 

“Yesterday I played a conker fight with my uncle.” Charly 
“Autumn trees change colours.” Annie 

“I’ve got a field of crops next to my house and sometimes I see a combine harvester.” Ettie 
 

We also went on an Autumn walk around the school field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reception children continued learning about 2D shapes and were able to name, describe and 
sort more shapes by their attributes this week e.g. number of sides, curved/straight etc. They 

also created some lovely shape pictures: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

REPS Certificates (Respect, Equality, Perseverance, Self-belief) 
 

Persevering with all activities, working hard and having a ‘can do’ attitude:  Annie  
 

Showing respect to everyone in the class, sitting quietly on the carpet while someone is talking: Evelyn 
 

Always listening carefully to feedback and using this to help you with tricky maths challenges: Evie  
 

Showing more perseverance in lessons and working hard to understand instructions: Oliver Pe 
 

Working so hard on his learning this week especially English: David  
 

Showing perseverance and self-belief with his spellings this week and improving his test score: Marius 
 

Consistently demonstrating all of the REPS values and growing in self-belief:  Alyssa 

 
 

 

 

Certificates of Merit 
 

Early Years Superstar Award for playing nicely with his friends, taking turns and sharing: Ted 
 

Trying more of everything this week and showing a determined, positive attitude:  Mohamed  
 

Such lovely reading this week. You are becoming more fluent and using expression: Sofia 
 

Always helping to tuck in chairs and offering to tidy the classroom: Donald 
 

Showing improved listening skills and confidence to work independently: Otti PK 
 

Working hard on her understanding of past tense verbs and applying these in her writing: Michelle 
 

Always being attentive and ready to learn in every lesson: Chloe  
 

Constantly asking questions and contributing to lessons to support his understanding 

and progress: Adam R  

 

Sporting Certificates 
 

Being an amazing pirate this week in our PE lesson:  Isabelle    
 

Showing wonderful technique in PE on Monday when looking at running techniques: Faris 
 

Helping guide your blindfolded partner to collect cones in our team building games: George  
 

Using her yoga time to help regulate her zones: Alice 
 

Great control and passing of the ball when practising our football skills this week: Katie  
 

Demonstrating fantastic skills in our tag rugby lessons this week, showing an excellent understanding of 

the rules and tactics:  Adam A 

 

 

 

The following children celebrated their birthdays this week: 
 

Samuel, Annie, Eve, Marius, Olivia L 
 

 

Star Writer awards 
 
Reception:  Charly 
Year 1:   Oscar P 

Year 2:   Aliza 

Year 3:  Sam 
Year 4:  Arisha  
Year 5   Henry 
Year 6:  Lacey 

 

 
 

Phenomenal Phonics awards 
 
Reception:  Hope 
Year 1:   Ann-Teresa 

Year 2:   Charlie 


